
with august to work digging the cathedral foundation and doing all the heavy work

06089: "taking a break from working going to the sea side and then left alone 

a line below the valley suffering less the heat working in the shadow of trees"

way to the cathedral and cutting small trees by hand as well as lifting timbers on 

06088: "working now alone with davide in the valley clearing up a path all the 

carrier bag"

around  and  at  last  filming  back  in  holland  walking  around  with  livia  in  the 

small dolomites and later in the neighborhood to do grocery having no car to go 

at the seaside in lignano and walks taken with august in the high mountains of the 

cathedral project and having little time to explore spaces other than a week spent 

13159: "films captured during the summer holiday in italy now working a lot on my 

utrecht also at times biking there"

pregnant myrthe using our racing bikes and on my way to 3D print my cathedral in 

14128: "ideas got still while in the netherlands this time also biking a lot with 

filled with random associations"

utrecht but also taking long explorative walks like in harleem letting my mind be 

14127: "ideas got while in the netherlands walking alone around culemborg and in 

company and managing together to clean the upper part"

on  my  side  and  davide  really  reducing  his  effort  but  keeping  nonetheless  good 

06087: "still working hard digging in the cathedral field with august and davide 

and getting to hear about the bridge collapse in italy"

india right where i was traveling two years ago to at last listening to the radio 

around  the  world  and  the  many  earthquakes  in  indonesia  and  the  flooding  in  in 

very   little   internet   connection   and   reading   about   the   several   terror   attacks 

12149: "trying to read the news regularly despite being up in the mountains with 

other two kept digging"

of the cathedral and basically doing all the loading with shovel alone while the 

06086: "a full day spent with both davide and august digging by hand the top part 

manually downloading the stuff up in the lower part of my cathedral"

rocks and shovelling behind the back of the tractor shed around the barn and also 

06085:  "in  the  mountains  beginning  to  work  intensively  now  alone  loading  the 

troubles"

to do and having not so nice dreams now with the apartment in venice giving me 

tractor shed and my fields but not sleeping that much with all the physical work 

people  there  after  four  years  i  got  to  know  them  and  also  the  places  like  my 

the  netherlands  before  driving  to  italy  and  at  last  getting  to  dream  about  the 

02159: "affected by mauro corona's mountain stories and then by all the biking in 



mountain quite late"

the carega mountain and going up at a good pace having reached the bottom of the 

06091: "taking a very long walk with august climbing with him for the first time 

near a small town on windy hills"

experiencing some wind while in utrecht and a lot of wind visiting a land art work 

easier   with   the   sun   always   on   my   head   and   making   back   to   the   netherlands 

relatively  some  wind  making  my  work  digging  the  cathedral  foundation  a  little 

18121: "experiencing a night storm in the mountains with a lot of wind and then 

clouds with quite some animals and human bodies but also several skulls"

17091: "spending the winter time both in sweden and in the netherlands observing 

now my new phone to photograph the result"

at my cathedral the entire summer and maintaining the old style other than using 

07124: "a simple painting executed back in the netherlands after working in italy 

helped me with the installation but also a visitor from england"

foundation in gothenburg and photographing there the workers and the nice guy who 

they   overheard   about   my   project   and   my   upcoming   exhibit   at   the   hasselblad 

10111: "students from my swedish university who wanted to be photographed after 

perimeter with nettle roots"

digging   around   them   and   finding   it   quite   hard   to   dig   out   the   grass   on   the 

loading up several time a day the tractor still finding some big stones to remove 

06090:  "working   with   august   under   the   heat   of   the   sun   digging   the   field   and 

while letting august hoeing the remaining of the grass on the perimeter"

like loading the tractor by hand with the shovel as well as removing big rocks 


